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Abstract
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) techniques have improved extensively over the
past few years with the rise of new deep learning architectures. Recent sequence-tosequence models have been shown to have high accuracy by utilizing the attention
mechanism, which evaluates and learns the magnitude of element relationships in
sequences. Despite being highly accurate, commercial ASR models have a weakness when it comes to accessibility. Current commercial deep learning ASR models
find difficulty evaluating and transcribing speech for individuals with unique vocal
features, such as those with dysarthria, heavy accents, as well as deaf and hard-ofhearing individuals.
Current methodologies for processing vocal data revolve around convolutional
feature extraction layers, dulling the sequential nature of the data. Alternatively,
reservoir computing has gained popularity for the ability to translate input data to
changing network states, which preserves the overall feature complexity of the input.
Echo state networks (ESN), a type of reservoir computing mechanism employing a
random recurrent neural network, have shown promise in a number of time series
classification tasks. This work explores the integration of ESNs into deep learning
ASR models.
The Listen, Attend and Spell, and Transformer models were utilized as a baseline. A novel approach that used the echo state network as a feature extractor was
explored and evaluated using the two models as baseline architectures. The models
were trained on 960 hours of LibriSpeech audio data, and tuned on various atypical
speech data, including the Torgo dysarthric speech dataset and University of Memphis SPAL dataset. The ESN-based Echo, Listen, Attend, and Spell model produced
more accurate transcriptions when evaluating on the LibriSpeech test set compared to
the ESN-based Transformer. The baseline Transformer model achieved a 43.4% word
error rate on the Torgo test set after full network tuning. A prototype ASR system
iv

was developed to utilize both the developed model as well as commercial smart assistant language models. The system operates on a Raspberry Pi 4 using the Assistant
Relay framework.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Motivation

Speech was once depicted as the future successor to physical input methods. Turning lights on, commanding an autonomous vehicle to drive to a destination, and
querying a computer or device are examples that were brainstormed in television
and movie plots as theoretical applications of utilizing speech as an input medium.
The application space of voice-controlled technology has grown in the recent years,
with speech-to-text or automatic speech recognition (ASR) being main contributor.
Presently, roughly 4.2 billion ASR devices are in use worldwide, prevalent in many
areas including intuitive smart assistant devices, automated video and voice captioning, and vehicle infotainment systems [2]. The usage of ASR has only grown over
the years, though with inherent diversity and uniqueness of human beings, ASR must
continue to develop and grow to meet the expectations these unique users.
ASR models are very good at understanding the large majority of speech; however, they tend to fail for speech that has characteristics which are different from the
training data used to train the models. In a recent study at the National Technical
Institute for the Deaf (NTID), J. Butler [3] collected data from deaf and hard-ofhearing (HoH) users of devices with ASR capabilities. This study targeted the use of
smart assistants such as Apple’s Siri, Amazon’s Alexa, and the Google Assistant. It
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was found that 53% of those being interviewed end up changing their speaking style
in order to achieve better ASR accuracy. A majority of those that were interviewed
experienced poor ASR performance when transcribing their voice input. This highlights a significant bias in current ASR models towards the hearing segment of the
population. Solving this issue requires understanding of speech and language, as well
as how it is represented in current ASR models.
The motivation behind this study revolves around increasing the accessibility and
usability of smart assistant products by improving the accuracy of the underlying
ASR models. Improving ASR would ultimately allow for an increased userbase of
many of these products by bringing them into communities where individuals were
previously unable to utilize them effectively. Additionally, this work examines alternative methods to traditional speech processing techniques for ASR.
Natural language understanding (NLU) is the foundation that ASR is built on.
NLU refers to what makes a language comprehensible to a machine [4]. Communication methods developed over the thousands of years of cultural development and
human evolution, resulting in the hundreds of diverse and systematically different
written and spoken languages present today. Many challenges are presented to develop a robust comprehension model for spoken languages. Language elements retain
uniqueness from person to person; accents, colloquialism, and individualized speech
patterns define a person’s speaking style. These aspects of spoken language make
it difficult to develop a robust, generalized language comprehension model. Bates
et al. [5] illustrated how conventional natural language models suffer from many of
these aspects in natural speech, alongside mispronunciations, dyslexic and dysarthria
and deaf speech-type characteristics, and word omission. This work focuses on these
aspects in order to remedy the shortcomings of current language comprehension models.
Studies have been done to improve the relative generalization of ASR models.

3
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Recent studies like Shrivastava et al. [6] highlights the use of reservoir networks with
current ASR models, specifically replacing recurrent layers with echo state network
(ESN) layers to add a degree of expected randomness. Gallicchio et al. [7] studied
the use of multiple, sequential echo state network layers on chaotic time-series data.
It was found that this type of network, the DeepESN, enriches input data features
by propagating the state change through each layer of the deep network.
The primary goal of this thesis is to develop and compare ASR model architectures for deaf, hard-of-hearing, and atypical speech that are capable of identifying
more unique vocal features compared to consumer smart assistant products. A large
portion of this thesis also focuses on joining reservoir computing model structures
with current state-of-the-art (SOTA) ASR model architectures. A smaller portion of
this thesis introduces and discusses the design and development of the data collection
web application, My Voice. Specifically, the objectives of this thesis are as follows:
1. Design and train End-to-end ASR Transformer and Listen, Attend and Spell
models utilizing echo state vocal feature extraction.
2. Perform transfer learning for the models utilizing atypical speech training data,
comparing the performance of each model.
3. Develop a user interface that runs on a Raspberry Pi 4 single board computer
with an adjustable gain microphone, acting as an intermediary node between
the user input and the smart assistant.

1.2

Document Structure

The remainder of this document is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides a background of ASR and current deep learning-based techniques. Chapter 3 highlights
and analyzes the results of training and tuning two SOTA ASR models. Chapter
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4 highlights and analyzes the results of training and tuning ASR models using an
ESN-based feature extraction layer. Chapter 5 illustrates the design and functionality proof-of-concept intermediary ASR system. Chapter 6 highlights the design of
the data collection web application My Voice. Chapter 7 concludes the key findings
of this work and details a summary of the future work that can be performed.
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Chapter 2
Background & Related Work

2.1

ASR Techniques

The general approach to ASR is to utilize a sequence-to-sequence input-to-output
model topology, taking in speech information in a sequence format, while producing a corresponding transcription. Probability-based models follow this approach;
however, recent and current state-of-the-art approaches revolve around utilizing deep
learning models, such as wav2vec 2.0 [8], Listen, Attend and Spell (LAS) [9], and the
Transformer model [10]. Such models are trained on thousands of hours of speech
data, some with supervised learning while others with unsupervised learning.
Performing ASR on atypical speech has significant room for improvement. For
example, S. Watanabe [11] shows the popular Transformer ASR model achieving a
2.6% word error-rate (WER) on the LibriSpeech clean test set. The LibriSpeech clean
test set is composed of roughly 2,000 variable length, clean typical audio files. The
same model only achieves a 29.0% on a testing subset of the Torgo [12] dysarthric
speech database.
For this thesis, different types of trained ASR models were evaluated for performance and accuracy; therefore, it is necessary to discuss the functionality of the
components that make up each network, as well as the network as a whole. Initial
deep learning approaches to ASR revolved around utilizing CNNs to analyze patterns
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in spectrograms to make predictions about what words are being said, highlighted by
Abdel et al. [13] and Zang et al. [14]. The advantages of utilizing CNN oriented networks for ASR include a less resource-intensive training process, as well as a quicker
evaluation time. This is highlighted in [13] and [14], illustrating comparisons between
RNNs that require a longer training process with similar resources as with training
a CNN. CNNs do not suffer as severely from vanishing gradient problems compared
to RNNs. The longer an RNN model learns, the more likely the gradient may vanish
or explode depending on the values held in the weight matrix of the recurrent layer.
The vanishing and exploding gradient problem was remedied in the implementation of
the long short-term memory (LSTM) RNN layer [15, 16]. CNNs can also suffer from
decreasing gradients inside of the layers of the network, though this can be solved
with ReLU activation functions between layers [17, 18]. The deep CNN developed in
[14] delivered comparable results to state-of-the-art recurrent sequence-to-sequence
networks, producing an 18.2% phoneme error rate on the TIMIT held-out test set
[19], which consists of phonetically-rich spoken sentences with corresponding phonetic transcriptions. Likewise, blended RNN-attention models, specifically the LAS
model, show a 16.5% phoneme error rate on the TIMIT test set. This was achieved
by utilizing a word2vec model as part of the decoder of the LAS model [20].
While research and development has been done to increase ASR performance
with attention mechanisms for atypical speech, such as in [21, 22], brain-inspired
deep-learning methods may provide the improvements needed to produce a generalized model capable of performing well on both standard and atypical speech. The
following sections will discuss aspects of spoken language, speech representation, the
functionality behind the LAS and Transformer models, as well as utilizing braininspired reservoir computing techniques to expand on these highly accurate models.
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2.2

Spoken Language

Spoken language can be represented phonetically, as well as alphabetically. Alphabetic word representation typically differs between languages for the same words.
Many languages have unique characters to act as the alphabet of the language. The
English alphabet has a total of 26 characters to represent spoken words in the language; however, a language like Japanese utilizes specific characters depending on the
origin of the word being written.

Phoneme
I:
U
2
Ù
S

Grapheme Representations Example
ea, ee, i
Feed
oo
Hook
u
Hut
ch
Perch
sh
Shut

Table 2.1: A chart of common phonemes, with corresponding English grapheme representations [23]. Phonemes can also be represented by a combination the traditional 26
characters in the English alphabet. They are usually separated by spaces when constructing
the phoneme representation of a word.

Words can also be spelled phonetically utilizing a phonemic representation. Alongside phonemes, graphemes are described as the smallest character representation of
phonemes. Graphemes and phonemes make up the basics of how language is represented, in both written and spoken formats. For example, the English word voice,
made up of the v, o, i, and ce graphemes, is phonetically written vOIs. Additional
phoneme and grapheme examples are illustrated in Table 2.1.
As this thesis highlights the use of ASR with atypical speech, a target speech
intelligibility rating is identified. Quantitatively categorizing speech intelligibility allows for speech samples of similar intelligibility to be grouped and utilized for training
models that meet that category. Table 2.2 illustrates a scale of categorizing atypical
speech by intelligibility. Audio samples corresponding to these levels can be found
8
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Rating
Level 1
Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Description
Speech is completely unintelligible with single syllable utterances.
Good Control of pitch is retained.
A majority of the speech is unintelligible with isolated intelligible
words or phrases. Respiration, pitch breaks, and abnormal prosodic
features are evident. Generally, the content of the speech is not able
to be understood.
Roughly half of the content can be understood with the general message. Articulation errors are present alongside faulty coordination
of respiration and over-aspirated initial sounds.
A majority of the speech is intelligible aside from some words or
phrases. A few specific words may not be understood, which can
differ depending on the speaker.
Speech is completely intelligible with minor phoneme distortions.
Articulation is not perfect, thought the message is intelligible and
completely understood.

Table 2.2: Speech intelligibility chart by the Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT)
Speech and Language Professionals [1]. Speech intelligibility is ranked between levels 1
to 5, with 1 being completely unintelligible and 5 being completely intelligible. A finer
ranking between levels can be used for deviations in phoneme articulation and general
speech characteristics.

on the NTID’s Speech and Language Professionals website [1]. This thesis aims to
target levels 3 to 5, as lower intelligibility levels require large amounts of fine tuning
on individual speech data as highlighted by [21].

2.3

Spectrograms from Signals

Probability-based ASR methods utilize a hidden Markov model (HMM) to predict
what words are being represented by an input waveform based on spectrogram features. Generally speaking, a spectrogram is the visual representation of a signal’s
frequencies as it varies over time. More specifically with regards to speech, a spectrogram is a simple way to visually illustrate features of speech patterns.

9
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Figure 2.1: Short-Time Fourier Transform Spectrogram representation of the sentence ”I
currently have four windows open up and I don’t know why”. The higher decibel
signals are illustrated in bright yellow, where the middle decibel signals are represented by
an orange or red shade. The low decibel signals, close to -50 dB, are the darkest on the
spectrogram.

Illustrated by Figure 2.1, this is the spectrogram representation of a stereo channel,
44.1 KHz audio sample. To generate this spectrogram from a raw signal, a discretetime Short-time Fourier transform is performed on the signal.

ST F T {x[n]}(m, ω) ≡ X(m, ω) =

∞
X

x[n]w[n − m]ejωn

n=−∞

(2.1)

Spectrogram{x(t)}(τ, ω) ≡ X(τ, ω)2
As the audio signals are discrete, (2.1) utilizes the window function w[n] alongside
signal x[n], performing a Fourier transform on the chunk. The magnitude and phase
are then recorded. From the matrix holding the magnitude and phase results of the
Fourier transform, the spectrogram can be plotted by using the second part of (2.1) to
calculate the Power Spectral Density, or the distribution of power by each frequency
over the entire length of the signal. The distribution can be filtered further using
filter banks, to increase resolution sizing in lower frequencies. Filter banks can also
be used outside of audio data. Andrearczyk et al. [24] highlights the use of filter
banks for texture classification tasks.
Figure 2.1 illustrates specific features that can be aligned with the vocal transcrip-
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tion. Notable noise is illustrated in the first and last one second of the spectrogram.
Along with certain features, the spectrogram illustrates frequencies that hold the
same amplitude for the majority of the audio sample, pertaining to hums at 50-60 Hz
and buzzes at high frequencies.
Audio can also be processed into mel-frequency cepstrums (MFC) using melfrequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs). MFCs use MFCCs as a spectrum of the
cepstral representation of audio. The frequency variation is scaled equally, as it is
on the mel scale. MFCCs have been utilized for many speech-related tasks. Logan
et al. [25] utilized MFCCs to discriminate between speech an music. Shannon et
al. [26] compared the use of filter banks to MFCCs, highlighting strengths to each
implementation.

Figure 2.2: Comparison of filter banks to spectrograms for the Cornell bird classification
data set in [27].

Figure 2.2 illustrates key differences between spectrogram representation of audio to
MFCC representation. [27] notes that, for the Cornell bird classification data, finer
spectral characteristics are parsed and removed for the MFCC representation. This
nature of MFCs pushed the focus of this thesis to utilize filter bank spectrograms for
performing ASR compared to utilizing MFCs with MFCCs. Moving forward, The
features held by audio spectrograms are used heavily in many different types of ASR
models, including HMMs, convolutional neural networks (CNNs), recurrent neural
networks (RNNs) [28].

11
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2.4

Hidden Markov Models

HMMs augment a Markov chain which illustrates the relation between sequences of
random variables. In the case of speech as an input format, these variables represent
words. Jurfsky et al. [28] highlights the origin and implementation of HMMs for
ASR, first utilized by Kupiec [29], Weischedel et al. [30], and Schütze et al. [31].

Figure 2.3: Example of a simple HMM with corresponding model parameters. The a
probabilities reflect the transition probabilities. The B probabilities reflect the current
observation likelihoods[28].

Figure 2.3 illustrates a simple HMM with three possible observation states. By utilizing transition probabilities alongside observation likelihoods, HMMs can predict
the flow of words given an input. The HMM paved the way for developing deeper
models with extremely tuned probabilities. One of the more well known smart assistants, Apple’s Siri, utilizes a HMM-based weighted finite-state transducer whose
use is highlighted by Mohri et al. [32]. Weighted finite-state transducers create a
map of symbolic input and output state transitions, weighting the transitions based
on predefined probabilities. This type of model is built on many thousands of audio
samples to develop highly specialized weights for each state transition. In general,
HMMs perform well when model probabilities are known; however, they suffer from
a few drawbacks. Jurfsky et al. [28] outlines a problem of speech differing from person to person when evaluating HMMs for ASR. Word omissions, accents, and speech
patterns can alter what words are detected, and ultimately how words are recognized
12
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relative to the defined probabilities of HMMs. One of the larger downsides to using
HMMs for ASR that was introduced by Rabiner et al. [33] and highlighted by [28], is
that the forward-flowing topology of HMMs does not take into account words other
than the current word being utilized for future prediction. Similarly, HMMs do not
have the capacity to predict words where the transition and observation probabilities
are unknown. In contrast, more recent approaches to sequence modeling use deep
learning to fit the nature of speech sequence data in the form of recurrent neural networks (RNNs), mechanisms such as attention, and brain-inspired implementations
with reservoir computing.

2.5

Recurrent Neural Networks

RNNs, are a type of ANN that revolve around utilizing the network state along with
the input data in order to provide a more contextualized analysis of the input. RNNs
contain recurrent layers, of which many popular layer types include long short-term
memory (LSTM). LSTM networks, as well as networks that utilize LSTM architecture, help remedy some of the challenges associated with simpler recurrent network
layers such as SimpleRNN that only utilizes a single tanh activation alongside previous cell information and input data. Introduced by Hochreiter et al. [15], LSTM
was developed to remedy the problem of vanishing and exploding gradients. LSTM
allows for certain information to be stored in each LSTM cell, with multiple sigmoid,
tanh and scale operations to determine output hidden value modifications, internal
states, as well as any new information being introduced into the current LSTM cell.

13
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Figure 2.4: Internal view of the mechanisms inside an LSTM cell. LSTM utilizes a
bias alongside addition and multiplication operations + and x, respectively. LSTM uses
activation functions σ and tanh to produce the updated current cell state and hidden state
for use in the following LSTM cell.

σ(x) =

1
1 + e−x

(2.2)

Figure 2.4 highlights how inputs flow through a single LSTM cell. Generally, there
are multiple LSTM cells inside of a layer as the hidden state ht and cell state ct is
passed from the current cell into the following cell.
Ct = σ(σ(Wf [ht−1 , xt ] + bf ) ∗ Ct−1 ) + σ(Wi [ht−1 , xt ] + bi ) ∗ tanh(WC [ht−1 , xt ] + bC )
ht = σ(Wo [ht−1 , xt ] + bo ) ∗ tanh(Ct )
(2.3)
Eqs. (2.3) are used to calculate the current LSTM state Ct and hidden state ht . The
weight matrices Wf,i,C,o correspond to the weights starting from the left-most addition
operation in Figure 2.4. LSTM has been shown to reduce the loss of information across
a large range of time utilizing the forget, input, and update gate mechanisms, shown
in Figure 2.4. LSTM utilizes a back propagation through time (BPTT) algorithm
that unfolds the network during training to generate gradients using the input and
output from the model at each time step. BPTT can be computationally intensive, as
14
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noted by [15], and in some cases can still result in a vanishing or exploding gradient
for long length input sequences.

2.6

Attention

One of the most important innovations in SOTA sequence modeling is attention.
Attention,as used in [10] and [9], greatly inspired the ideas in the model topology
tested in this work. Attention measures and manages the strength of connections to
each component of the sequence. In language understanding and speech, attention
relates how certain parts of speech relates to the corresponding transcription. An
iteration of attention was initially brought to fruition by Bahdanau et al. [34] in
order to resolve many issues when working with longer sequence data, as non-attention
RNN-based basic encoder-decoder networks tend to lose information due to a fixed
length context vector being produced by the encoder. Attention remedies this issue
by utilizing every intermediate state from the encoder for creating the context vector
utilized by the decoder. A similar type of attention was developed by Luong et al. [35],
which utilizes a different attention mechanism and decoder architecture. Following is
the Bahdanau attention model process described in [34].
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2.6.1

Bahdanau Attention
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Figure 2.5: Topology of Bahdanau attention model with encoder and decoder for sentence
translation. The encoder utilizes a bidirectional RNN to model the input sequence from
first to last, as well as last to first. The decoder utilizes the attention weights α to generate
the context vector c to predict yt .

Figure 2.5 illustrates the general topology of an encoder-decoder network utilizing
Bahdanau attention for neural machine translation.
~hT = [~hT ; h~T ]
j
j
j
score(si−1 , hj ) = eij = a(si−1 , hj ) = vaT tanh(Wa si−1 + Ua hj )
αij =

exp(eij )
Tx
Σk=1 exp(eik )

(2.4)

x
ci = ΣTj=1
αij hj
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The encoder in Figure 2.5 requires an alignment vector ~h to be calculated, shown
in (2.4). A bidirectional RNN is used for this case, where the input sequence flows
forwards and backwards through an RNN to generate two hidden vectors. Bahdanau
attention generates the score eij of each hidden vector s and h with weight matrices
va , Wa , and Ua . The attention weight matrix α is then calculated with the scores,
which allows for a context vector to be calculated by summing the product of the
attention weights with the encoder hidden weights over j.

si = f (si−1 , yi−1 , ci )

(2.5)

The state vector si is then calculated for each output yi with (2.5). Attention
helped the encoder-decoder network structure perform well for neural machine translation tasks.

2.6.2

The Transformer

Dot product attention (DPA) has been deployed in many different models used for
a variety of sequence modeling applications, including iterations on LAS and Transformer models. The Transformer architecture was initially introduced by Vaswani et
al. [10] to improve on RNNs by increasing performance while reducing the overall
training time of sequence-to-sequence RNN models.
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Figure 2.6: Illustrates the generalized form of the Transformer architecture developed in
[10]. The model consists of an encoder (left) and decoder (right) with multi-head attention
layers.

Illustrated in Figure 2.6, the Transformer utilizes common neural network layers
such as softmax and normalization layers [36]. The Transformer also utilizes multihead attention (MHA). At a high level, MHA describes multiple attention units that
focus on specific relations in data. More specifically, the MHA layers are made up of
scaled dot-product attention (SDPA) units that follow a softmax matrix calculation,
compared to Bahdanau attention which uses a tanh activation function.
QK T
Attention(Q, K, V ) = sof tmax( √ )V
dk

(2.6)

SDPA was utilized by [10] as part of the MHA layer of Figure 2.6. It is calculated
√
by multiplying input vectors Q, K, and V alongside a scaling factor dk . Eq. (2.6)
illustrates the softmax calculation performed for SDPA. This is expanded from dotproduct attention introduced by Luong et al. [35].
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Figure 2.7: Overview the MHA layer in the Transformer model. Q, K, and V correspond
to the query, key, and value input matrices. Each MHA layer can be h layers of linear and
SDPA layers deep.

Figure 2.7 illustrates the MHA layer with SDPA. Each attention unit inside of a
MHA layer performs a large matrix computation utilizing (2.6). The inputs to the
encoder in 2.6 form the key and value matrices K and V , with the query Q mapping
to a set of keys and values.These vectors are composed of the input information, as
well as the weight matrices WQ , WK , and WV , which are learned. Eq. (2.6) also
utilizes the dimension of the key vector k. Having multiple heads allow for the model
to learn specific relevant parts of the input data. The scalar dk was also introduced in
order to prevent a large attention matrix after calculating using (2.6). In a language
modeling example, one attention head may attend to specific sentence elements like
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verbs and nouns differently compared to other attention heads.
Input :

”Hello” ”Goodbye”

Embedding : [x1 ] [x2 ](Dimension n)
W Q , W K , W V : M atrix(Dimension n × k)
Queries : x1 × W Q = q1 (Dimension k) x2 × W Q = q2
Keys : x1 × W K = k1 (Dimension k) x2 × W K = k2
Queries : x1 × W V = v1 (Dimension k) x2 × W V = v2
U sing

q1 × k1
eq.2.6 : Score = s1 = √
dk

z1 = Sof tmax(s1 ) × v1 ,

q2 × k2
Score = s2 = √
dk

z2 = Sof tmax(s2 ) × v2

The above example illustrates how SDPA is used for two input embeddings x1 and
x2 , producing z1 and z2 . The Transformer also utilizes self attention, as compared to
source attention. Self attention stacks the embedding vectors x1 and x2 in the above
example into a matrix and multiplies the resulting matrix by WQ , WK , and WV .
The process is then the same as the above example, though the result will be one
matrix Z rather than multiple vectors z1 and z2 . Due to the Transformer consisting
of many MHA layers in both the encoder and decoder, the above operations happen
frequently while training. Each head in the MHA layer generates an attention matrix
zi for each head h, which are stacked and multiplied by a weight matrix Wo to create
a MHA matrix Z that is passed through to the following layers.

P E(pos,2i) = sin(pos/100002i/dmodel )

(2.7)

The Transformer does not retain position of inputs; therefore, a positional encoding layer is used prior to passing the input embeddings into the encoder. The
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positional encoding layer appends values following a specific pattern in order to retain information on the position of each input in a sequence. [10] uses the sinusoidal
position encoding function in (2.7) with the idea that the model is able to learn
positions based on the frequencies of the applied sinusoidal function.

2.7

Reservoir Computing

Reservoir computing is a machine learning paradigm that involves mapping input
data to a random high-dimensional feature space and then to a target output via
linear regression.

Figure 2.8: A representation of a generalized reservoir model by [37]. Weights are assigned
to the input, reservoir, and output layers. The reservoir can range from extremely sparse
to densely interconnected, as is illustrated.

Figure 2.8 illustrates the basic structure of reservoir computing based on a random
RNN, consisting of input data (left) passed through the RNN (reservoir, center) to
generate a spatiotemporal pattern, which is interpreted by readout layer (right) for
the output. This is structure is discussed by [37] in more detail.
Echo state networks (ESNs), a type of reservoir computing, were introduced by
Jaeger [38] to solve certain challenges in training RNNs and evaluating chaotic time
series data. ESNs follow the structure presented in Figure 2.8 and operate by echoing
input data through many loosely coupled activation functions in the reservoir.
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Figure 2.9: The flow of an input signal through a dynamical reservoir by [39].

Figure 2.9 illustrates the process of sending an input signal through the ESN and
receiving a frequency-based output. The dynamical reservoir in the center of Figure
2.9 consists strictly of nodes that are very sparsely connected, allowing the input
signal to propagate throughout the network.

xn+1 = −αxn + f (Wxn + Win un+1 + Wf b yn )

(2.8)

Eq. (2.8) calculates the state of the reservoir x using a sum of the reservoir state
x, input signal u, and output y multiplied by the corresponding weights, passed
through an activation function f . This equation was initially derived by [38]. The
weight matrices W , W in , and W f b correspond to the reservoir weights, input weights,
and feedback weights, respectively. If the ESN is initialized with no output feedback,
W f b is left out of the state update equation.

yn = g(Wout z(n))

(2.9)

The output of the network shown in Figure 2.9 can be calculated using (2.9).
The output y is calculated by applying the activation function g to the product of
the output weights W out and concatenation of reservoir states and input states, z.
ESN performance depends on specific initialization parameters. The sparsity of the
reservoir weight matrix W connectivity allows for signals to more easily propagate and
22
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terminate inside the reservoir. The spectral radius of the reservoir is used to define
a time constant for the impulse response of the ESN. The leak rate α determines the
speed of reservoir updating dynamics, described by Wu et al. [40].
ESNs have been shown to help initialize weights properly for RNNs in order to
achieve robust results by Sutskever et al. [41]. The authors also point out the need
for initializing weights in a way to allow for models to train efficiently and effectively.
ESNs are also used to perform time series data feature extraction. Scherer et al.
[42] utilized an ESN as a replacement feature extractor with electroencephalogram
input data for emotion recognition. Chouikhi et al. [43] utilized ESNs with variational
autoencoders during unsupervised learning to provide better input features, achieving
high accuracy on classification datasets. Jin et al. [44] achieved comparable results to
[9] after attaching a 3-layer DNN to extract features, following the same architecture
as [9]. In [7], Gallichio et al. demonstrated the ability of the ESN to extract additional
relevant information and patterns in input data when modeled in a DNN format, or
sequential reservoirs with the output of each reservoir acting as the input to the
following. This deep ESN developed in [45, 7] showed SOTA performance on both
frequency-based classification tasks as well as speech processing and medical diagnosis
sequence tasks. This results in enriched features passed into the linear readout layer of
the ESN, or potentially extended to larger models. Given the findings in [7, 42, 43, 44],
there is support for extending the integration of ESNs into current ASR models.
Going a step further, the nature of ESNs acting to enrich input data features may
help achieve a higher performing ASR network on diverse, atypical speech data.
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ASR using LAS and Transformer Models

The first objective of this thesis was to train and evaluate the performance of the
LAS and Transformer models with typical speech data sets, then tune on atypical
speech datasets.
Receive feedback w/ user Ground Truth
for LL Learning*
Command sentence modeling
done in Google ASR Model

Train on standard
speech data (Libri, CommonVoice, etc),
Then tune with wide range
of Atypical speech
Audio sent
to model

e2e ASR
Model

Wait for Audio
from Device /
Send ASR Result

LAS

Transformer

Google Home

Node.js server
on Rpi

Audio is sent
directly to Rpi

Format
prediction into
command
form

Command is sent by text via
AssistantRelay

ELAS

ES-Transformer

Microcontroller-based
device receives speech

User speaks
command

Figure 3.1: Flowchart of model training with intermediary ASR system. The top left e2e
ASR Model block highlights the models developed for the first and second objectives of this
work: the LAS, Transformer, ELAS, and echo state Transformer (EST). The intermediary
ASR system acted as a device between the user and smart assistant to transcribe vocal data
without using the smart assistant ASR model. A Google Home smart assistant was used
to evaluate the model performance. A stretch goal of implementing lifelong or continual
learning was highlighted as part of the third objective.

Figure 3.1 illustrates four of the models that were developed, as well as their place in
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the overall system process flow. The LAS [9] and Transformer [10] models were the
main focus of this objective.
Dataset
Speakers Training Utterances Length
LibriSpeech
2500
282,000
960 Hrs.
AN4
84
1018
50 Min.
Torgo
9
4100
1.5 Hrs.
UMemphis
8
100
15 Min.

Type
Variable Typical
Short Typical
Short Dysarthric
Long Deaf & HoH

Table 3.1: Statistical summary of datasets used in this thesis. Note that the UMemphis
dataset contains 31 speakers, yet 8 were used out of 31. The leftover speaker data was not
within the targeted speech intelligibility rating.

Table 3.1 highlights key statistics for the datasets utilized in this work. This
work explored the typical speech datasets AN4 and LibriSpeech, as well as atypical
speech datasets Torgo and UMemphis. Focusing on the LAS and Transformer models,
they both have similar WERs on LibriSpeech validation and testing sets, and are
composed of similar neural network layers. The LAS was utilized by [22], providing
a background for model evaluation for this first objective. Three main metrics were
analyzed when training each model in Figure 3.1: character error rate (CER), WER,
and connectionist temporal classification loss (CTC loss).
substitutions + deletions + insertions
number words in ref erence sentence

(3.1)

substitutions + deletions + insertions
number characters in ref erence sentence

(3.2)

W ER =

CER =

LossCT C = − log P (S|X)
P (S|X) = ΣcA(S) P (C|X)

(3.3)

P (C|X) = ΠTt=1 y(ct , t)
Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) are utilized to evaluate WER and CER of a given transcription
against the reference. CTC Loss was also utilized for training models in this work.
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CTC Loss was introduced by Graves et al. [46] as a way to train RNNs more effectively
with unsegmented, labeled sequences. CTC loss computes the probability for a single
alignment and marginalizes it over a set of possible valid alignments. CTC loss is
used when training many sequence-to-sequence models, as the format of the groundtruth data meshes well with the underlying algorithm. CTC loss is calculated using
(3.3), with S being the output sequence, X being the input sequence, and C being
the a single predicted alignment. The third line in (3.3) shows the computation of
this probability for a single predicted alignment per timestep.

Figure 3.2: Example of the CTC loss algorithm using ASR in [47]. The model uses a
distribution of possible outputs to evaluate multiple different sequence predictions.

Hannun [47] also graphically illustrates how CTC loss is performed with ASR.
Figure 3.2 highlights one of the graphs by [47]. It was noted that longer input and
output sequences will tend to have larger variability with output distributions based
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on CTC loss.

Model
LAS
Transformer

AN4
X

Libri Torgo
X
+
X
+

Memphis
+

Table 3.2: Illustrates which datasets the LAS and Transformer models were trained and
tuned on. A Xindicates training, and + indicates full network tuning.

Many current deep learning models achieve high accuracy and low error rates.
The WER of LAS and the Transformer on the LibriSpeech test-other set are 6.8%
and 6.5%, respectively [9, 10]. This is without the use of a language model. These
were the starting point of the work being performed. Table 3.2 illustrates the training
and tuning datasets evaluated for both LAS and the Transformer. The structure of
audio recordings of the AN4 dataset [48] more closely resembles that of the Torgo
dataset [12]. The ESPnet toolkit provided examples for training and evaluating models with the AN4 dataset. This provided grounds for sanity-checking Transformer
model results.

3.1

LAS

LAS utilizes an encoder-decoder model structure. The encoder of the network maps
the input data to a hidden state, which is then passed to the decoder to produce an
output. LAS also utilizes a traditional CNN feature extractor. This is demonstrated
by the models developed by [49, 50].
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Figure 3.3: Overview of the LAS architecture utilized by [9] and [49]. Bi-directional LSTM
cells make up the encoder, or Listener, passing the attention vector into the RNN decoder,
or Speller.

The LAS model was developed using the frameworks in [9] and [51]. The model
is shown in Figure 3.3, utilizing SDPA and a visual geometry group (VGG) feature
extraction network. The input audio is first processed into filter banks, similar to
generating a spectrogram like in Figure 2.1. Audio filter banks are generated by
applying triangle filters to the input signal to extract specific frequencies. For the
case of the LAS model, 40 filter banks were used, which resulted in 40 corresponding
features over the time window of the input audio. Additionally, a delta parameter of
2 was specified to add additional features to the filter bank. The filter banks were
then passed through the VGG-type feature extraction layer.
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Conv2D (3,3)

Figure 3.4: A diagram of the VGG-style feature extraction network used in the LAS
model. The network is inspired by the VGG CNN architecture [52].

After the input was passed through the VGG-style network shown in Figure 3.4,
the convolved-and-pooled filter bank is then processed through the encoder. The
Listener, or encoder, of the LAS model utilized a 5 layer, bidirectional LSTM, similar
to the model developed by [53] and [54]. The Attend layer, or the SDPA layer,
then utilized the hidden state from the Listener to create a context vector. This
context vector was then used by the Speller, or decoder, to generate the output
sequence character-by-character. The Speller utilized a single layer LSTM to output
the sequence. The CTC loss then was calculated and used to update the weights of the
model. This process was then repeated over the training process for the model. The
model was trained for 225k steps with a batch size of 64 samples per training step. The
large batch size helps to reduce model error rate by including a larger variety of input
data for back-propagation training. The model achieved a WER of 9.5% without
any language model. A language model is generally combined to correct ASR model
transcriptions of audio input by training on sentences that reflect proper language
flow, shown by [50, 49, 10] as well as many other ASR model implementations.
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Figure 3.5: Validation WER for the LibriSpeech-trained LAS model. The validation set
was evaluated every 5000 training steps for a total of 225k steps.

Figure 3.5 depicts the WER improvement over time for the dev-clean LibriSpeech
validation set. The best WER achieved was 9.5% for the validation set. The WER
achieved was slightly higher than expected, though the model did not validate using
the pre-trained language model developed by [53, 54].

Figure 3.6: Attention mapping over the encoder output sequence to the decoder output
sequence of the LibriSpeech-trained LAS model.

Figure 3.6 depicts the attention weight mapping for the output encoded sequence
to the decoded sequence. Shan et al. [55] highlights that a sharp attention weight dis30
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tribution, or an attention map with very clearly defined sequence weight correlations,
go hand-in-hand with model convergence. A sharp attention weight distribution will
not always be a straight line, like in this example. Depending on the data, the weighting may be sharper on previous or future timesteps if patterns are contained in the
input data. Figure 3.6 does not depict the strongest correlation; however, there is
still a very clear correlation between sequences without distortions or outlier weighting. This map can be interpreted as a model close or nearly converging. The trained
LibriSpeech model was then tuned on a subset of the Torgo dataset.

Figure 3.7: WER of Torgo-tuned LibriSpeech LAS model. The model was tuned without
freezing any layers. The graph shows the calculated WER for the validation subset of the
Torgo dysarthric speech dataset. The validation WER was calculated every 5000 steps for
60k total tuning steps.

Torgo training set holds roughly 4000 utterances, or about 6 hours of labeled
dysarthric speech data. The WER vs. training step is seen in Figure 3.7. The
model does not show improvement, stalling around 100% WER. This indicates the
model’s inability to learn vocal characteristics of the 9 Torgo participants, which was
an unexpected result.
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Figure 3.8: Attention mapping over the encoder output sequence to the decoder output
sequence of the Torgo-tuned LibriSpeech LAS model.

The attention map in Figure 3.8 sheds light on the model’s inability to fine tune on
the Torgo training data. The weights of the model were being updated based minimal
CTC loss improvement, though the WER did not show a similar improvement. The
weight correlation shows a single sharp correlation toward the end of the sequence,
similar to the attention mapping shown when initializing a model. This may indicate
the model is stuck in a local minimum: increasing the learning rate may resolve this
issue, though this idea was not evaluated.
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Figure 3.9: WER of Memphis-tuned LibriSpeech LAS model. The model was tuned without freezing any layers. The graph shows the calculated WER for the validation subset of
the University of Memphis Deaf speech speech dataset. The validation WER was calculated
every 5000 steps for 15k total tuning steps.

The LibriSpeech model was also tuned on the Memphis training data. Roughly
15 minutes of speech data was parsed from the large Memphis corpus to act as
the training set, with a corresponding 5 minute validation set held-out for model
evaluation. This amount of data was similar to the amount of tuning data used in
[22]. Figure 3.9 depicts the validation set WER for the tuned LAS model, resulting
in a stagnant 65% WER.

Figure 3.10: Attention mapping over the encoder output sequence to the decoder output
sequence of the Memphis-tuned LibriSpeech LAS model.
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Similar to Figure 3.8, Figure 3.10 illustrates sharp attention at one location in the
encoded sequence. Similar to the Torgo-tuned model, certain hyperparameters may
need to be tuned themselves to supplement the model training process.

3.2

Transformer

The Transformer model utilizes an encoder-decoder structure, similar to the LAS
model. The structure of the model was developed according to Figure 2.6 and configured according to the model described in [11].
The input audio was first processed identically to the processing methodology
of the LAS model. The ESPnet toolkit by [50] has a variety of convolutional-style
feature extraction networks for processing the input audio feature banks, though the
Transformer implementation maintained the same VGG-style network in Figure 3.4.
Prior to the encoder, the position of each input relative to time was encoded in the
positional encoder layer. The input features were then passed to the first layer of the
encoder multi-head SDPA. 18 encoder layers were used, resulting in 18 MHA and 18
feed forward layers for the encoder section of the Transformer. The output of the
Transformer was then passed to the first decoder layer after encoding the position
similarly to the encoder. The initial MHA layer in the decoder is masked, meaning
the attention context matrices are blocked off. This was in order to discourage the
decoder from immediately looking at the future output sequence values. The masked
MHA layer was then passed into an unmasked MHA layer alongside the encoder hidden state, followed by a final feed forward layer. This process was repeated for number
of decoder layers. 6 decoder layers were used, resulting in 6 source-target MHA, 6
self MHA and 6 feed forward layers for the decoder. Finally, a linear and softmax
layer produce the resulting output probabilities, mapped to a grapheme sequence.
The smaller AN4 dataset was explored based on the similarity in transcription
structure to the Torgo dataset. The AN4 database, developed by Carnegie Mellon
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University [48], has 1018 training utterances with transcriptions of individual characters and randomized words. Similarly, the Torgo database has a variety of generic
sentences, as well as randomized words. The Torgo database also focuses on words
that have large phonetic contrasts between each other. It was thought to be beneficial to explore the performance of the Transformer on a small dataset compared to
LibriSpeech, then tuning on a dataset of similar length.

Figure 3.11: Evaluation of the Transformer model with the AN4 dataset.

The Transformer model was trained on the AN4 dataset for 200 epochs. The
model achieved an 83% WER on the AN4 validation set with no language model, and
a 46.2% WER on the AN4 test set with a language model.
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Figure 3.12: Attention mapping over the self attention mechanism in the Transformer
encoder layer. The encoder output sequence attends to the encoder output sequence in the
model.

The relatively small size AN4 dataset causes the Transformer attention maps to
reflect more sharp single-input-sequence alignment, shown in each attention head in
Figure 3.12. Alternatively, the attention alignment was also viewed at epoch 75,
which produced the lowest WER.

Figure 3.13: Attention mapping over the encoder output sequence to the encoder output
sequence of the AN4 Transformer model at epoch 75. The Transformer model achieved the
lowest WER at this epoch, which is reflected by the sharp attention alignments.

Figure 3.13 illustrates the attention alignment of the AN4 at the lowest WER. The
attention mapping showed attention heads 0 and 2 being more focused and sharply
aligned compared to that in Figure 3.12. With that said, uncertain alignment weights
also remains in attention heads 1 and 3. Though the WER was relatively high at
83%, the model was still tuned on the Torgo dataset to evaluate performance.
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Figure 3.14: Evaluation of the AN4 Transformer model with the Torgo dataset. The
model was trained on the Torgo training set for 200 epochs.

The WER significantly decreases when tuning the AN4 Transformer model on the
Torgo dataset, shown in Figure 3.14. The WER on the Torgo test set was 72.7%
without the use of a language model. This is a significant improvement over the
stagnant WER in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.15: Attention mapping over the encoder output sequence to the encoder output
sequence of the Torgo-tuned AN4 Transformer model.

The attention alignment of Figure 3.16 shows a sharp alignment, though each attention head shows a similar alignment. It is thought that the model could be trained
longer than 200 epochs to achieve a lower WER, though each model was kept to an
identical or near identical training length.
Next, the LibriSpeech Transformer model was analyzed. The pretrained Trans37
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former model described in [11] was used and then tuned on the Torgo dataset. The
model achieves a 2.5% WER and 0.5% CER on the LibriSpeech clean test set, which
provided a good baseline for tuning on the Torgo training dataset.

Figure 3.16: Evaluation of the Transformer model with the Torgo validation dataset. The
model was trained on roughly 4000 utterances from Torgo for 60 epochs.

Figure 3.16 shows the WER for the Torgo validation set. The Transformer weights
were frozen as advised by the results of Lee et al. [56] whom measured the feasibility
of freezing specific layers in Transformer networks. All weights aside from the decoder
were frozen. A large increase up to 100% WER occurs at the end of the 60 epoch
training process. The logging for the model showed exactly zero improvement, logging
an error WER for epochs 59 and 60. The model achieved the lowest WER of 43.4%
during training at the best epoch. The model performed significantly worse using the
pretrained language model by [11], resulting in a WER of 70% on a separate Torgo
test set. The entirety of the words used to label the Torgo dataset are contained
in the LibriSpeech language model. It was predicted that the pre-trained language
model would help with the accuracy of the transcriptions; however, this was not the
case.
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Figure 3.17: Attention mapping over the encoder output sequence to the encoder output
sequence of the Torgo-tuned LibriSpeech Transformer model.

The attention heads in Figure 3.17 show moderately sharp alignment; though, the
middle alignments (4th and 5th from the left) are not as sharp as the others. The
attention heads, on model convergence, would show extremely sharp alignment [55].
This illustrates the Torgo-tuned LibriSpeech model has room for improvement by
continuing the training process with modified data. It may be beneficial to include
the non-dysarthric audio samples from the second part of the Torgo dataset to provide
similar data to the model, batched together. This may give the ability for the model
to preserve specific typical speech transcription characteristics.
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ELAS, EST, and other Echo State-type Models

The second objective of this thesis focused on integrating ESNs with both the LAS and
Transformer models. In the Echo, Listen, Attend and Spell (ELAS) implementation,
an ESN was applied prior to the input Bidirectional LSTM Listen layer of the LAS
model to map the audio filter bank input to an ESN reservoir state. This additional
model layer allowed for a slightly different representation of the input data to be

Echo State Reservoir

utilized for the training process.

STFT => Filter Banks

Raw Audio Input

Figure 4.1: ESN feature extractor process flow. The echo state reservoir acts as a recurrent
layer to map the processed audio to the dynamical state.

The ESN feature extractor (ESN-FE) was developed with the intention of having
a variable-sized reservoir, shown in Figure 4.1. Increasing the size of the reservoir resulted in an increased hidden state size. The audio input, after propagating through
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the reservoir, could then be mapped to any size state.

Model
ELAS
EST

AN4 Libri Torgo
X
X
X
+

Memphis
+

Table 4.1: Illustrates which datasets the ELAS and EST models were trained and tuned
on. A Xindicates training, and + indicates full network tuning.

Table 4.1 illustrates the training and tuning datasets evaluated for both ELAS
and the EST. The ELAS model was not evaluated on the Torgo dataset due to an
issue with memory allocations. This was investigated through reducing batch size
and layer dimensions, yet the issue could not be isolated and fixed.
The EchoTorch toolkit by N. Schaetti [57] was utilized to implement the ESN
feature extractor due to it being developed with the PyTorch framework, the primary
framework used for the LAS and Transformer models. The ESNCell was the main
module used from EchoTorch, modified to return the state of the reservoir after the
input data was evaluated. The reservoir was set up with parameters recommended in
[7, 43, 6, 38]. The ESN-FE was composed of 256-dimmension reservoir with a tanh
activation function. It was initialized with a 20% reservoir connectivity, 0.9 spectral
radius, and 95% leak rate. These values were determined based on experimentation:
a larger reservoir connectivity caused increased oscillations in WER over training. A
larger leak rate showed an increase in overall WER. The spectral radius was determined in a similar fashion to connectivity and leak rate, while also being influenced
by the recommendation of a wider spectral radius by Cui et al [58].
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4.1

ELAS

Output Character Sequence
y1...n

y1

y2

y3

End of
Sentence token

y4

Attend and Spell
(LSTM, Attention, Softmax)
c1

y0

c2

y1

h1

c3

y2

y3

yn

h2

hn

Listener
(Bidirectional LSTM)

Input Data

ESN Feature
Extractor

VGG CNN

Figure 4.2: Architecture of the ELAS model with ESN-FE. The ESN-FE layer is placed
prior to the input to the Listener, described as the Echo portion of the ELAS model.

Figure 4.2 illustrates the ELAS network architecture. The architecture was nearly
identical to the original LAS architecture. The key difference is the ESN-FE layer
from Figure 4.1 that acts as an intermediary layer between the raw audio data and
the encoder (Listen) input. The model used the raw audio input, processed it into
filter banks, and passed the audio filter banks into the ESN. The reservoir state was
then passed into the first layer of the Listener. The network operation then acted
identical to the LAS model. The ELAS model was trained and evaluated identically
to the LAS model.
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Figure 4.3: Evaluation of the ELAS model with the LibriSpeech dev-clean validation
dataset. The model was trained for 220k steps.

Figure 4.3 depicts the ELAS model training process over 220k steps, with a batch
size of 64, nearly identical to the training process of the LAS model in Figure 3.5. The
ELAS model achieved the best accuracy at 21.5% WER, roughly double the WER of
the LAS model.

Figure 4.4: Attention mapping over the encoder output sequence to the decoder output
sequence of the LibriSpeech-trained ELAS model.

Figure 4.4 illustrates the encoder-decoder sequence attention mapping. The attention positioning was similar to the LAS model attention map, yet the attention
weights are significantly less sharp. The model may need to be trained longer for the
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magnitude of the weights to increase. The reservoir size may also need to be increased
to allow for a larger variation between similar sequential input data timesteps.

Figure 4.5: Visual representation of the ESN-FE output, which is then used as the input
to the Listener.

The ESN state can be visualized as an image. Figure 4.5 illustrates an example
of the output of the ESN-FE. There are five sections that depict somewhat similar
states with minor variability. By visualizing the input audio spectrogram, these
sections reflect noisy sections with no vocal features. In a way, the ESN-FE state can
be utilized as a pseudo-spectrogram representation.
The ELAS model design was similar to the RNN model by Shrivasta et al. [6].
It was expected that the ELAS model would perform similar to the 35.6% WER
found in their work, yet the ELAS model showed a 65.5% improvement in WER. The
ELAS did not achieve a SOTA WER; however, the model was shown to improve over
the course of the training despite the random nature of the ESN-FE contradicting
what was concluded by [6]. The expected randomness of the reservoir allows for the
encoder to still achieve a concrete representation.
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Figure 4.6: Evaluation of the ELAS model with the Memphis validation dataset. The
model was trained for 25k steps.

Figure 4.6 illustrates the ELAS model tuned on the Memphis dataset. The same
training and validation dataset splits were used as the Memphis-tuned LAS model.
The WER was slightly higher compared to the LAS model, at 90.1%. The attention
mapping of the Memphis-tuned ELAS model showed no slight sharpness or even minor
weighting between sequences, a potential result from a non-converged LibriSpeech
model.

4.2

EST

The ESN-FE was also applied to the Transformer architecture in a similar manner
to that done in the ELAS. The ESPnet toolkit Transformer model was modified to
utilize for the ESN-FE layer. The reservoir was sized identically to the reservoir in
the ELAS model, with identical initialization parameters.
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Figure 4.7: EST architecture with the ESN-FE. The input data is processed into filter
banks, mapped to the state of the ESN-FE reservoir, positionally encoded, and finally
passed into the encoder input.

Figure 4.7 illustrates the EST architecture. The EST is similar in nature to the
ELAS through the use of the ESN-FE as the input data feature extraction method.
The AN4 dataset was used to evaluate the performance of the EST with a smaller
dataset. Identical training and testing data set splits to the Transformer model were
used.
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Figure 4.8: Evaluation of the EST model with the AN4 validation dataset. The model
was trained on the AN4 training set for 100 epochs.

The EST was trained on the AN4 dataset to determine the effectiveness of the
ESN-FE. Figure 4.8 illustrates the validation WER for the AN4-trained EST model.
The 86% WER was similar to the 83% WER achieved by the Transformer model
in Figure 3.11; however, the EST did not show a substantial improvement when
introducing a language model.

Figure 4.9: Attention mapping over the self attention mechanism in the AN4 EST model
encoder layer. The encoder output sequence attends to the encoder output sequence in the
model.

Figure 4.9 illustrates the encoder self-MHA attention map. The mapping is unclear as to which part of each sequence has high or low attention; however, there is
some similarity between the attention map in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 4.10: WER of the Torgo validation set using the ESN-FE with the Transformer
model.

The model was then tuned on Torgo. Figure 4.10 illustrates the training process, showing a slight decrease in WER however the model does not seem to train
effectively. Transformer models require large amounts of input data to show relative
improvement. This is also highlighted in [56]. Combined with the random ESN-FE
layer, the original model weights found significant difficulty adapting to the Torgo
dataset.

Figure 4.11: Attention mapping over the self attention mechanism in the Torgo-tuned
EST model encoder layer. The encoder output sequence attends to the encoder output
sequence in the model.

The attention map in Figure 4.11 shows extremely dull attention weights. This
illustrates the EST model’s inability to be tuned on Torgo using the AN4 dataset.
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Sharper attention correlations and a decreasing WER need to be shown to back up
the model converging on it’s highest performance.

Figure 4.12: Evaluation of the EST Librispeech model tuned on the Torgo validation
dataset. The model was tuned on roughly 4000 utterances from Torgo for 100 epochs.

After evaluating the EST with the AN4 dataset, the LibriSpeech model was trained.
The EST weights were loaded from the Transformer pre-trained model. The VGG
feature-extraction layer weights were disregarded, replaced by the randomly initialized
ESN-FE. Full model tuning was performed with the Torgo training data, similar to
the Transformer, highlighted in Figure 4.12.

Figure 4.13: Attention mapping over the self attention mechanism in the Torgo-tuned
LibriSpeech EST model encoder layer. The encoder output sequence attends to the encoder
output sequence in the model.

Figure 4.13 highlights the encoder MHA attention head mapping. The attention
map does not show many sharp attention weights between sequence elements, mostly
reflecting the attention map in Figure 3.15. Similar to the results of the Torgo-tuned
AN4 EST model, an increase in training data may help the model to converge and
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produce sharper attention correlations. A fewer number of encoder and decoder layers
may also simplify the model enough to utilize a smaller set of training data.
The WER of the EST was significantly higher than the Transformer. This reflects
the Transformer-derived Conformer model results in [6]. The model is shown to have
a 15% improvement in WER over the 100 epoch tuning process, though 85% WER is
significantly higher compared to the Torgo-tuned Transformer model. This highlights
the need for very concrete encoder weights for Transformer-based models.

4.3

ESN-FE Model Comparison

After training the LAS, ELAS, EST, and Transformer models, it was found that the
Transformer model was tuned the most successfully on the Torgo data. Certain model
results were also evaluated, including transcription evaluations and WER statistics.
Model
LAS
ELAS
Transformer
EST

LibriSpeech WER % Torgo WER %
9.5
100.0
21.5
2.5
43.4
84.3

Memphis WER %
65.7
90.1
-

Table 4.2: Summary of WER statistics of each model and corresponding datasets.

Table 4.2 summarizes the WER measurements collected for the first and second
objectives of this work. The Transformer model prevails in WER over the other three
models for LibriSpeech and Torgo; however, it was not tuned on the Memphis dataset.
It is expected that it would outperform LAS; though that is a speculation and not
tested.
The WER for the ELAS model was more tightly centered around the average
WER, as shown by the lower standard deviation in Table 4.3. A model with more
tuned hyperparameters may reduce this standard deviation even lower.
Table 4.4 highlights the large number of word insertions and substitutions for the
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Model
LAS
ELAS

dev-other σ
43.25
39.51

test-other σ
39.71
33.67

Table 4.3: Standard deviation measurements when evaluating the WER of the LAS and
ELAS models using the LibriSpeech dev − other and test − other test and validation sets.

Model
Transformer
EST

Substitutions Deletions Insertions
27.4
10.1
8.7
71.8
7.2
67.1

Table 4.4: Evaluation of average transcription substitutions, deletions, and insertions for
the Transformer and EST models using the AN4 dataset.

EST model compared to the Transformer model. This may be due to the random
steady reservoir state being classified as a repeated character or word. Example
transcriptions in 4.5 illustrate this theory.
Model
Truth
Transformer
EST

Transcription
ERASE P Q Y V T FIVE NINETY EIGHT
ERASE P Q E VE T FIVE NINE EIGH
POTOTTEROOSEEEEEEE

Table 4.5: Example output of the AN4 Transformer and EST models compared to the
ground truth transcription.

The EST does a poor job at predicting longer words in a majority of the AN4
validation audio samples. This drastically increases the number of substitutions and
insertions for the model. The ELAS behaves similarly, though not to such a large
extent due to the pre-trained language model.
Model
Truth
LAS
ELAS

Transcription
HE WAS NOT SATISFIED WITH HIS FRIENDS
HE WAS NOT SATISFIED WITH HIS FRIENDS
HE WAS NOT AS HE WAS NOT WITH HIS FRIENDS

Table 4.6: Example output of the LibriSpeech LAS and ELAS models compared to the
ground truth transcription.

The structure of transcriptions is significantly better for the ELAS model compare
to the EST model. The language model helps to structure transcriptions better;
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however, this repetition from the ESN-FE is still prevalent.
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Intermediary ASR System

The third objective of this thesis was to develop a system that followed a structure
similar to that in the right side of Figure 3.1. The system was designed to utilize
a TCP/IP relationship between a client and server. This prototype system demonstrates the ability to combine commercial smart assistant-oriented AI models with
custom ASR models. The largely developed command processing model utilized by
Google in the Google Home does not have to be thrown out and replaced; rather,
it can be utilized to the ASR system’s advantage. The intermediary ASR system,
dubbed not − a − google − home for ease and clarification, provided a proof of concept
for integrating two existing ASR models, rather than replacing existing models.
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User
Issue Google Home voice
command to Raspberry Pi
Audio passed through ASR Model

Audio sent to Server

Raspberry Pi
(Client)

Transcription sent back as feedback

ASR Model
(Server)

Transcription sent to
Google Home as command
Audio processed

Google Home response
sent back to Client

Google Home

Figure 5.1: Highlights the relationship and data flow between the user, the client, the
server, and the smart assistant device. The ASR system uses a Google Home device as an
example.

Figure 5.1 illustrates an overview of the ASR system that was developed to act
as an intermediary ASR device between the user and a smart assistant. The client
consisted of a Raspberry Pi 4 SBC running an open source tool called Assistant Relay.
This tool allowed Google Home devices to be issued text commands via any device
capable of sending a curl command. The SBC also ran a client that waited for user
audio input.
Once audio input was received, the client processed the audio and sent the data
over to a TCP server holding the ASR model for inference. The server formatted the
data, sent the data through the ASR server, and waited for the transcription out of
the model. Once the transcription was produced by the model, it was sent back to
the client which then curled the command to the Google Home via assistant relay.
The Google Home then processed the command as if it was being issued a command in person. The advantage to utilizing a tool like Assistant Relay is that the
proprietary Google command language model can be utilized without any unneces-
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sary implementations, further increasing performance of the developed ASR model
indirectly. Finally, the response of the Google Home command was then sent back to
the client where it was displayed to the user.

5.1

Prototype Performance

A video illustrating the full performance of the prototype can be found at [59]. The
following images show an example using the ELAS ASR model from the second objective of this work as the ASR server.

Figure 5.2: Confirmation on successful launch of assistant relay.

The Assistant Relay tool [60] was initialized on same network as the client. The
tool connects to a Google voice assistant project using Google OAuth user verification.
Figure 5.2 shows a successful initialization of Assistant Relay.
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Figure 5.3: The ASR server was initialized on the local IP on port 8080. The server
waited for a client connection.

The server was initialized on separate machine for performing inference with the
ASR model. The ELAS model was utilized in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.4: Input audio was recorded on the Raspberry Pi and processed into 32-bit float
format for use with the ASR model.

The client specified the length of their command as an argument. Figure 5.4 used
a 5 second command, querying whats the weather like.

Figure 5.5: Beam search of the ASR server. 20 transcriptions were returned, each unique.
The most likely was sent to the client to be passed to Assistant Relay.

The input audio was passed through the ASR model and transcribed. The tran56
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scription was then returned. Figure 5.5 highlights 20 possible transcriptions from the
ASR server, with the first being the most likely transcription.

Figure 5.6: Assistant Relay received the post from the client, where the transcription was
evaluated using Google’s command processing model.

Figure 5.6 shows the command that was sent to the Google Home through Assistant Relay. The response for the command was then sent back to the client.

Figure 5.7: The Google Home response was returned to the client interface.

Finally, Figure 5.7 showed the Google Home returning the response to whats the
weather like. The client received the response and closed the server connection. The
server then waited for the next connection and input audio.
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My Voice

Figure 6.1: The overall design of the data collection web app, My Voice. The web app
uses a Vue.JS front-end built on the Quasar framework. The back-end consists of multiple
NoSQL DynamoDB tables in AWS, with an S3 AWS folder holding raw audio files.

One of the key findings of this work was that there does not exist enough labeled
speech data to generalize ASR models effectively for atypical vocal features. My Voice,
the block diagram shown in Figure 6.1, attempts to remedy this issue by providing
a platform for targeted data collection. My Voice was developed in conjunction with
the Center on Access Technology at RIT, with a large portion of the design and
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development work done by Mr. Rahul Tuli and Mr. Sarang Narkhede. My Voice is
continuously deployed through AWS Amplify, meaning that the contents of the web
app can be updated at any point in time with little-to-no downtime. If there are
certain phrases that would be helpful to have recorded samples of, the web app can
be updated to include those phrases in the randomly generated set for users to record.
My Voice targets the large, roughly 9000-strong alumni network at NTID. The
web app is currently in beta testing with a small set of users. Ultimately, My Voice
will help to provide the much-needed labeled atypical speech data from the many
participants it hopes to target.
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Conclusion & Future Work

In this thesis, the use of an ESN as an atypical speech feature extraction neural network model layer was the main idea explored. The work performed for this thesis
provides a foundation for future ASR model development. The proof-of-concept intermediary ASR node presents the ability to combine home-brew ASR models with
existing commercial AI models. This thesis contributes the following work:
1. Designed, trained, and evaluated ASR models with typical speech data using a
novel feature extraction approach.
2. Tuned typical speech-trained models with labeled atypical speech data.
3. Developed an intermediary system to combine a proprietary ASR model with
commercial AI command models.
Overall, the ESN-FE models under-performed when compared to their VGG-CNN
counterparts. The ESN-FE models generally achieved a higher WER and duller attention maps, which does not reinforce the idea of model convergence. The main
attractiveness of ESNs are the ability to find harmony in chaos. An early consideration of this work was to utilize ESNs as part of the model weight updating process.
This could be an area of future work as ESNs have shown to excel at initializing
weights of networks by [41].
The question exists as to why the non-ESN-FE Torgo-trained models under60
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performed on the Torgo dataset compared to the pre-trained Librispeech model. A
small amount of data augmentation was performed on the Torgo dataset, which may
be an underlying reason. Many pre-trained models perform large amounts of data
augmentation, including speed fluctuation and high parameter spectral augments.
Slight spectral augmentation was done on the Torgo data. Future work may want to
focus on further augmenting Torgo training data to achieve an even lower WER on
the pre-trained models.
A major drawback of exploring atypical speech recognition is the availability of
labeled datasets. This is one of the shortcomings of this work. A private deaf speech
dataset from the University of Memphis [61] was utilized for early experimentation;
however, the data was recorded in a long length format. This format would require
the data to be split by hand and matched with corresponding transcriptions, due to
the nature of the deaf speech data. A small, 15 minute portion of the dataset was
split, then set aside as the Torgo dataset was used instead. There exists the need
for a large, labeled atypical speech dataset in order to provide higher performing,
mainstream models capable of transcribing a wider portion of user speech. The introduction of My Voice helps set the stage for future model development by front-lining
the atypical voice data collection effort.
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